Measuring for Your PanoramaLite is Easy!

Outside Above Header
(Surface Mount)

Canister Width
1. Measure the distance between the jambs at the top, middle and bottom
2. Add 3-1/4” to the shortest measurement to arrive at the canister width

Opening Height
3. Measure the distance from the floor to the underside of the header to get the Opening Height

Inside Under Header
(between the jambs)

Canister Width
1. Measure the distance between the jambs at the top, middle and bottom
2. Subtract 1/2” to arrive at the canister width

Opening Height
3. Measure the distance from the floor to the underside of the header to get the Opening Height

Combination
(typically Surface mounted on a beam with the rails mounted between jambs or posts)

Canister Width
1. Measure the distance between the jambs at the top, middle and bottom
2. Subtract 1/2” to arrive at the canister width

Opening Height
3. Measure the distance from the floor to the underside of the header to get the Opening Height

Basic Measuring Tips
1. Use a steel measuring tape
2. Measure to the nearest 1/8” of an inch, if the size is on a 1/16” mark, then round down to the next 1/8”.